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FOREWARD
In 2006, when the long-time dream of a new building for The University of Texas at
Brownsville and Texas Southmost College Kinesiology Department appeared to be
coming true, Dr. Zelma Mata, Chair, approached me about writing a history of the
department. After all, the department’s history was as long as that of the institution
itself, dating back to 1926 when The Junior College of the Lower Rio Grande Valley was
founded. What began as a simple written chronicle of the department’s journey through
time evolved into a multi-year, multi-faceted project that eventually became a fourpronged undertaking.
The first “prong” of the project arose from a perusal of the available school annuals and
early newspapers. A scrapbook of selected pictures was developed covering the early
years of the department until 1996, the year of the last annual available. The scrapbook,
organized in the same sections as this written history, is designed to complement the
written narrative and the few pictures included in it.
The second “prong” became this written narrative. While it is intended to chronicle the
major changes, it is not intended to be an all-inclusive rendering of changes that have
occurred over the 83 (as this is written) year history of the department. Nor is it meant as
a serious, scholarly tome, as literary liberties have been taken in the recounting of some
personal experiences of the participants of this historical journey.
The third “prong” of the project is an oral history of the department, known currently as
the Health and Human Performance Department. This takes the form of twelve
interviews (with more to come later) of former and current faculty, staff and students in
the department, from 1962 to the present. These interviews will be archived both
electronically and in DVD format to provide future researchers with readily available
historical information concerning the department.
Over a period of two years, my
videographer, Myra V. Cruz, former work-study student in the department, and I traveled
the state of Texas conducting the interviews. Fortunately for us, much of the travel took
us to the scenic Texas Hill Country where many of the interviewees have retired; so the
journeys were entirely pleasant ones!
For the final “prong” of the project, a composite video was produced to help trace the
department’s journey over time. Using selected responses from the individual interviews,
as well as, moving and still pictures taken of the various locations of the department over
the years, the video provides a “moving picture” history of the department. This, too,
will be archived in electronic and DVD form.
The department began its history as the Physical Education Department, and over the
years, the name changed to Health and Physical Education, Kinesiology, and currently
Health and Human Performance. Until 1985, physical education and athletics were
combined departments which shared faculty, both in their combined beginnings on the
Brownsville High School campus and in the college’s move to its current location on the
Ft. Brown campus. While sometimes misconstrued as being the same, in truth, physical
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education and athletics are very different, although they have the medium of play, games
and sports in common. Organized athletic programs generally are considered
extracurricular activities in which students may or may not choose to participate. Their
goal is to provide an in-depth learning experience in one sport at a high level of skill
performance. This requires intense practice sessions under the supervision of coaches,
uniforms to denote their team identity, and schedules of competitive endeavors, as well
as, adherence to strict eligibility rules. The athletic program at the university and college
has been admirably documented in a book entitled A Scorpion Sports Legacy: Reflecting
upon 75 Years of UTB/TSC Sports History (Hawthorne & De Leon, 2002). This book
was produced on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the founding of Texas Southmost
College and the 10th anniversary of the founding of The University of Texas at
Brownsville.
Physical education, on the other hand, seeks to provide a broad learning experience in a
variety of activities and to develop basic psychomotor skills in these activities. Cognitive
and psycho/social development, such as critical thinking and leadership development, is
also part of the mission of physical education programs. Generally a part of the core
curriculum in institutions, activity classes are scheduled as part of the total institutional
curricula and attendance is required from the student. Physical education programs
encompass a broad range of physical activity, lecture classes and laboratory experiences
designed to promote the physical, intellectual, emotional and social development of the
student.
Although, as stated earlier, the Physical Education and Athletic Departments at TSC were
combined until 1985, this document will only address the physical education component.
Many things have changed from the beginning of the department, but then, what is
history if not change over time?

TSC Gymnasium 1962
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INTRODUCTION
In 1926, The Junior College of the Lower Rio Grande Valley was established and set up
shop on the campus of the Brownsville High School. The junior college, an idea which
grew out of a conversation between Brownsville businessman Ruben Edelstein and then
Superintendent of Schools Thomas J. Yoe, commenced classes with an enrollment of 84
students. This modest beginning led to growth that resulted in a 2008 enrollment of over
17,000 students. It became the first junior college to be accredited in the state of Texas in
1927, and underwent its first name change in 1931 to become Brownsville Junior College
(BJC).
Leaving the shared campus of the old Brownsville High School on Palm Boulevard in
1948, the college moved across town to the recently acquired, former military reservation
of Fort Brown, located on International Boulevard. Here, in 1949, it underwent another
name change to Texas Southmost College (TSC). Currently at that location, the campus
had grown from 48.9 acres to 380 acres by 2006, including off-site facilities in
Brownsville, Port Isabel, San Benito and Harlingen. From a curriculum and faculty
mostly shared with the high school campus on which it resided, the junior college has
grown into a university which has over 60 degree programs encompassing programs of
study in five schools and colleges delivered by over 1000 faculty and staff members. The
institution underwent another name change in 1991 and is now known as The University
of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College (UTB/TSC).

THE EARLY YEARS: 1926-1949
Information about curriculum and faculty at the junior college is sketchy for those early
years, but from available yearbooks and other historical treatises we can piece together
some of the story from 1926 until 1950 when information becomes more plentiful.
Brownsville High School and The Junior College of the Lower Rio Grande Valley not
only shared the same campus on Palm Boulevard; they also shared faculty, staff,
curriculum and equipment.
FACULTY
According to Chilton (2002, p.9), the first teacher of physical education for women was
Helen Rummell with the physical education teacher for men to be selected. A 1929
issue of The Collegian, the self-described college magazine, reveals that the Athletic
Department was headed by J. W. “Red” Irvine with coaches Raymond Plato, Doug
Fessenden, and Calvin Surtees. It can probably be safely assumed that these same men
conducted the physical education classes as was the common practice at the time.
Probably only one of them delivered college classes, with the others being high school
physical education teachers. The only mention made of physical education classes was
“tongue-in-cheek” in a section entitled: “FACULTY WANT ADS:
SPECIAL
INDUCEMENTS offered in Physical Education. Hot and cold water provided weekly.
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Take your Saturday bath at club house. Clothes laundered regularly once a year. Learn
to tumble, clog dance, talk Yiddish, and duck hunt. Soc Plato.” (The Collegian, 1929,
62) In fact, the 1932 Palmegian, joint high school and college publication, lists the
faculty of Athletics and Physical Education as one department.
The first mention of “girls’ athletics” is made in 1930, when a small section on the high
school Eagles volleyball and tennis teams are covered with reference to coach Maggie
Valenta. Again, by extrapolation, Ms. Valenta most likely taught the girls physical
education classes for both the high school and the junior college students. Remember,
there were only around 100 total students attending the junior college at the time, and not
all of them were women!
In 1931, Ben Brite and Maurice Pipkin are listed as coaches, joining Mr. Irvine on the
coaching staff, Fessenden and Plato presumably having left. Margaret Valenta is also
still listed in the Athletics and Physical Education Department. Pictures of students
enjoying “College Day” at Boca Chica beach show students doing balances that were
popular gymnastics moves in the 1930s and may well have been taught in physical
education classes. This event looks like it could have been the precursor to the popular
“Splash Day” celebrated by the junior college for many years, ending in the late 1980s.
By 1933, the college’s name had changed to Brownsville Junior College (BJC) and Brite
had become Head of the Physical Education Department and Director of Athletics.
Pipkin and Valenta were the only two faculty members listed in The Palmegian staff
directory, the latter named Director of Girls Athletics. Although football, track, tennis,
basketball and boxing for males and volleyball for females were addressed in the
yearbooks and magazines of the time as athletic competitions, no mention was made of
activities taught in physical education classes.
No other information is available until 1940. Ben L. Brite had moved from Physical
Education and Athletics to become Dean of the College. In fact, the first volume of the
school newspaper El Charro in 1940 lists a calendar entry for September 18: “General
Assembly for high school and college. All students observed with interested eyes their
new and popular Dean Ben Brite.” (El Charro, 1940, p. 28) In 1941, he moved on to
become President of Brownsville Junior College and served in that capacity until 1945.
A new member of the physical education staff is pictured, Margaret Monroe. She will
later marry and become Margaret Clark and make an indelible mark on the physical
education program of the Brownsville Independent School District, especially at the
elementary level. She will also be a part of the junior college faculty again in the early
1960s.
CURRICULUM
Although no mention is made of physical education activities, a calendar entry and a
picture of a male and female student fencing leads one to believe that this activity may
have been a part of the physical education curriculum: September 15: “Fencing students
report and begin a new sport’s year by electing Barbara Kimmell their leader.” (El
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Charro, 1940, p. 28) Certainly, it was a popular activity nationwide in the 1940s. Adding
reinforcement to the belief that it was a component of the curriculum is the fact that,
during a cleaning out session in the college gymnasium in the 1970s, some old fencing
equipment was discovered deep in the recesses of the store room.
As mentioned earlier, gymnastics in the form of pyramid building and other stunts was
also probably included in physical education activities as this was a popular curricular
component of the period. The fact that students were pictured in these activities at
“College Day”, a college sponsored event at the beach makes it a fairly safe conjecture
that these were taught in physical education classes.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Intramural and recreational sports appear to have found a place at the junior college in the
early years. An announcement in the 1929 college magazine states: “On Friday, January
25, 1929, the Junior College Tennis Club met for the first time.” (The Collegian, 1929)
Listings of activity participation under students’ yearbook pictures in the late 1920s and
early 1930s show many participants in the tennis club, leading to an interpretation that
this was a recreational, not competitive activity. This would be consistent with the times,
as this period was one of significant growth in recreational and intramural sports all over
the country.
Table tennis was also a popular activity in the
1940s and was played recreationally by BJC
students.
The El Charro calendar notes:
“September 28: Ping Pong fiends are at it again.
The table broke down today. It just couldn’t take
the vicious serves and drives of these hairychested college men!” (El Charro, 1940, p. 28)
Table tennis was probably not played in physical
education classes since only one table was
evidently available!

As the 1940s drew to a close, the college underwent a huge change with the move across
town to their new campus on the grounds of the former Fort Brown military reservation.
Not only did the campus location change, so did the name of the college. A contest to
rename the junior college at its new location resulted in its third name. The institution
became Texas Southmost College (TSC) in 1949. Now on its own campus, the Physical
Education and Athletics Department had their own facilities (such that they were!) and
own faculty. They no longer had to share them with the Brownsville High School. One
male faculty member to teach the men and one female faculty member to teach the
women became the department norm until 1971, when the department began to expand.
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THE FABULOUS FIFTIES: 1950 – 1959

Nationally, this period was a time of increasing emphasis on the importance of physical
education in our schools. Army physicals undergone by the draftees for the Korean War
in the late 1940s and early fifties had shown that our nation’s youth were notoriously
unfit. The 1956 Kraus-Weber fitness report also gave failing scores in strength and
flexibility to American children in relation to their European counterparts. The drive was
on to improve our nation’s ---and TCS’s---physical fitness!
FACULTY
Throughout the 1950s, the TSC Physical Education Department consisted of one male
teacher to teach the men’s classes and one female instructor to teach the women’s classes.
Two male physical education instructors were pictured in college annuals in the early
years of the decade. One, Mr. Shoemaker, was shown at the swimming pool and
instructing tennis in 1954. The other is in a 1955 yearbook picture taken at the college
swimming pool which identifies “Coach Kilpatrick” although no other reference is made
to him in any annual. Presumably, these gentlemen’s tenure at TSC was rather short, but
in 1956, a new era in TSC physical education began with the arrival of Werner Paul
Steinbach. “Coach” as he became known, would embark on a 29 year career at the junior
college, a career which would bring many changes to the physical education department,
including new faculty, new curricula, and new facilities. Until “Coach’s” arrival, the
tenure of physical education instructors appeared to have been fairly brief, with the
exception of Ben Brite, who apparently stayed at least ten years (and went on to become
TSC President in 1941). Steinbach’s longevity laid the foundation for several others to
follow in his footsteps and carve out lengthy and productive careers in the TSC Physical
Education Department.
A native of California, Steinbach was an All-American swimmer and diver as an
undergraduate at San Francisco State University. After graduation he entered the U. S.
Air Force where he was an activities director, and upon discharge enrolled at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas where he earned his master’s degree in physical
education. He applied for the job at TSC thinking that it was in Brownwood, TX not too
far from Dallas, but accepted the job anyway when he discovered it was in Brownsville,
at the very tip of the state. Steinbach became a very popular instructor, active in many
aspects of the college community and never left the institution, even after he retired from
teaching in 1985.
Of course, since men’s and women’s physical education classes were taught separately at
that time, there was a separate women’s physical education teacher. In both 1956 and
1957, Mrs. Nelda Lindsay was identified in yearbooks as the instructor of women’s
physical education and may have taught the dancing classes as well as other activities.
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By 1959 Mrs. Lilia Hinojosa had become the women’s physical education and dancing
instructor.
CURRICULUM
In its new quarters on the Fort Brown campus, the physical education department of the
junior college with the new name of Texas Southmost College evidently thrived.
Beginning with the 1950 edition, almost every edition of the college annual included
many pictures of students in physical education
classes. Sometimes the captions identify these
activities as “teams”, but they are more likely
class activities, especially those for the women.
As was the common educational practice of the
times, classes were segregated by gender, and
different activities were taught to the different
genders. Men’s classes appeared to concentrate
on weight lifting, football, basketball,
volleyball, calisthenics and swimming; while
the women appeared to participate mostly in
archery, tennis, volleyball, basketball, softball
and swimming. One picture shows a female
student holding a deck tennis ring, so
recreational games were apparently also taught.
In 1959, bowling was added to the curriculum for both genders with the addition of a
bowling alley on campus.
By the middle of the decade, dancing appeared to become a popular activity, and one
which appeared to be taught co-educationally. Many pictures appear in the yearbooks
that show students in dancing class. In 1955, the instructor is identified as Mr. San
Barron, although it is unclear if he was a full time instructor in the physical education
department. Lilia Hinojosa sponsored a Mexican folkloric performing dance group in
addition to her physical education teaching duties. Numerous yearbook pictures in 1959
show dancers in costume, which probably would not have been a part of physical
education classes, although the pictures are included in a section of pictures identified as
physical education classes. One caption states that the dances pictured were performed at
the Texas State Fair in Dallas, so the group traveled long distances to perform.
FACILITIES
The facilities on the new junior college campus were not as good as those that the college
had shared with Brownsville High School on Palm Boulevard. There was no
gymnasium; consequently, many activities were taught outside on a field next to the Fort
Brown Resaca. Military Quonset huts were located along a street running down the
center of the campus, where the current “paseo” now runs, and one or more of these was
converted to instructional space for indoor activities such as the dancing classes and
gymnastic activities. Rose Anne Salinas, women’s physical education instructor (1962-
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1964) and dance team sponsor recalls that the Quonset hut floors were very sturdy since
they stood up well to the “zapateados” and other dance footwork. Stall bars, popular at
the time for use in Swedish gymnastics and calisthenics, were affixed to the walls of the
makeshift gym. These were moved to the weight room when the new gymnasium was
built in 1958-59. They are still evident in one of the current upstairs classrooms that
formerly housed the weight room.
When the City of Brownsville erected the Fort Brown Memorial Center in 1953 on
property adjacent to the college campus, the college was able to use the new swimming
pool and four tennis courts that were included in the complex for their physical education
and athletic programs.
Construction of a new gymnasium began in 1958, and in the fall of 1959 the department
moved into the Texas Southmost College gymnasium. The funds for the $102,000 cost of
the gymnasium were in place before the first board was ever nailed! The main
gymnasium floor consisted of markings for 8 badminton courts, one regulation length and
two smaller basketball courts, and
two volleyball courts. A weight
room, storage room, locker rooms,
and two faculty offices completed
the building. Fold-out bleachers
lined the north wall of the gym and
accommodated
large
crowds,
allowing the gymnasium to become
a hub of campus activity in the
1960s.
After the physical
education department moved into
the new gym, the old barracks
building was converted to a
bowling alley by the college’s
maintenance crew under the able direction of Max “Bud” Crain. This allowed a new
activity to become a part of the department curriculum for a few years, anyway. Bowling
remained a popular part of the curriculum until the alley was remodeled into faculty
offices during campus renovations sometime in the mid-1960s.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The college intramural program continued and grew under “Coach” Steinbach in the late
fifties. A swimming meet was held in 1954, although it is unclear if this was an
intramural competition or against outside-the-college opponents. The February, 1957
issue of the college newspaper, The Collegian, lists spring semester intra-mural (sic)
competition in volleyball, ping pong, softball and swimming. The fall semester included
touch football and basketball intramurals. Although volleyball today is considered by
many to be mainly a female activity, it was actually started in 1895 as an indoor activity
for businessmen to keep active in the winter and was very much a male as well as female
activity in the first half of the 20th century. Many schools currently, especially on the
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West coast, have intercollegiate men’s, as well as women’s, volleyball teams. That the
TSC intramural volleyball tournament was for men was made apparent by a story in the
college’s newspaper, The Collegian stating “”this Spring semester may offer all men
(author’s emphasis) a wide diversity of activities to participate in, here, at Texas
Southmost College.” (February 1957, p.1) Running also appears to have been a popular
activity in classes, intramurals and as an intercollegiate sport.
Although social dancing appeared to be a popular class activity in the 1950s, the first
indication of a college performing dance team was in 1959. Pictures of a group of
dancers in folklorico costumes appear with the caption that they performed in Dallas.
Hinojosa was the sponsor of the group which was called the Dance Team.
Overall, the time period of the 1950s was one of rapid growth and expansion for TSC.
The Physical Education Department was a part of this process with the addition of new
faculty, new activities and new facilities. The completion of the TSC gymnasium in 1959
and the construction of the four-lane college bowling alley in one of the old barracks
buildings that same year gave opportunity for this expansion, which continued into the
1960s.

TSC Gymnasium 1959
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THE SUPER SIXTIES: 1960 – 1969

The 1960s dawned for the TSC Physical Education Department with their brand new
gymnasium and bowling alley. Built in 1959 and dedicated in 1960, the new gymnasium
was long-awaited and much appreciated by both faculty and students. Now, many
activities that were previously played in the heat and humidity out-of-doors could be
played inside. Of course, they still had to battle the heat and humidity, because the new
gym was not air-conditioned. There were three large exhaust fans installed in the east
wall to help cool the facility, but they
were not very effective in the warmer
months of the year. Badminton players
from Del Mar College in Corpus Christi
who came to participate in college
hosted tournaments during the 1970s
nicknamed the facility “The Hot Box.”
The gym also became the site for many
college activities other than physical
education classes and intramurals.
College assemblies, class meetings,
Charro Days events and other activities
were held in the new facility.

FACULTY
Werner Steinbach and Lilia Hinojosa continued as men’s and women’s physical
education instructors, respectively, into 1960. In fact, Steinbach would continue
throughout the decade, until 1968, when he became Director of Student Activities. But
the Women’s Physical Education Department saw many changes in personnel during that
time period, beginning in 1961 when Margaret Clark was “borrowed” from the
Brownsville public schools to teach at the college for a year. Ms. Hinojosa left the
women’s physical education position abruptly in August of 1961, but before leaving she
had recommended a friend of hers for the job, Rose Anne Zamora. Ms. Zamora was
teaching in Missouri at the time, and had already committed to her institution for that
year, but said she would come the following year if the position were still open. So, TSC
President C. J. Garland called Mrs. Clark, who had a bachelor’s degree in physical
education from Texas Woman’s College (now Texas Woman’s University) and asked her
to come to the college for a year. As Margaret tells it:
He said, “Would you take a leave of absence and come teach our girls P. E. for
this year, and give me a chance to find somebody?” I didn’t have a Master’s
degree; I couldn’t qualify for it, and so I said, “Well, I’m not a team sports
person; I can’t do you any good for basketball.” And he said “the only thing
we want to require in the program is swimming. That’s no problem for you.
The rest of the time you can teach whatever you want to.” So I went down
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there, immediately, and asked Werner Steinbach to show me all the equipment.
So, he hauled out the basketballs and the volleyballs and I said “phooey on
that. What else have you got? “Well, there was archery equipment: they had a
four-lane bowling ally in an old barracks building across the street from where
the gym was. I said “oh goody, archery equipment!” He said, “Never been
used, nobody likes it.” I said that’s because they hadn’t had anybody to teach
them how to shoot so they could hit the broad side of a barn. So I
mimeographed a list of everything we had; I put swimming at the top and an
asterisk by it, and said “This is required,” and I told them the first day I met
each class that I wanted them to check off five other activities that they’d be
interested in and the five that got the most votes is what we’d do. So, they did.
The only team sport that got a lot of votes was volleyball. We did archery, we
did bowling, we did tennis---I had put on there figure-control exercise, instead
of calisthenics, and we started every class off with that. Then we did folk and
square dancing and they enjoyed it. Jeanie Curtis, who later became a P. E.
teacher at Central told me that up until that year she had hated P. E. with a
purple passion She said after that year, then she decided she was going to
major in it. (Kearney, Knopp, Zavaleta, (eds.) 1995, pp. 154-155)
In 1962, Rose Anne Zamora, also a graduate of Texas Woman’s University (TWU), left
Missouri and was hired to teach women’s physical education. In addition to her physical
education duties, she also took over as director of the college dance team. During the
year that Margaret Clark taught women’s physical education, the dance team was under
the interim direction of Leanardo Mireles, who was probably hired for that purpose only
as no other mention is made of him. Zamora stayed until 1964, when she left to teach in
the Brownsville Independent School District. Mrs. Verelda Snell, with B. S. and M. S.
degrees from Baylor University, became women’s physical education instructor from fall
1964 through the spring semester of 1969.
Steinbach continued to be Physical Education Chairman and Athletic Director, but in
1967 he started to branch out and also became Evening College Director. In 1968, he left
physical education to become Dean of Student Activities, as well as, Director of the
Evening College. He continued in his role of Athletic Director, however. In fall of
1968, Jim Moore, a graduate of Southwest Texas State University, was hired as Physical
Education Department Chairman and men’s physical education instructor.
In the fall of 1969, another long-term tenure in the physical education department began
with the hiring of Judith Walton, an Iowa native who received her M. A. degree from
Texas Woman’s University, yet another alumna of that institution to come to teach at
TSC. Walton, who coached the tennis team at TWU, remembers a Spring Break trip to
the Valley in 1968 with some friends from TWU in which they passed TSC on their way
to Mexico. She mused, “I’ll bet tennis is big down here, wouldn’t it be nice if this
college needed an instructor next year when I graduate.” Well, as she would
subsequently discover, tennis wasn’t big, but they DID need an instructor in 1969, and
she got the job! It was the beginning of a 31 year career in the TSC Physical Education
Department.
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CURRICULUM
The activities taught in physical education classes during the sixties included the usual
team sports of basketball, touch football, softball and volleyball. Speedball, a game
similar to soccer, was also pictured being played by college women. Individual sports
like archery were occasionally taught, and calisthenics, tumbling, trampolining, weight
lifting and dancing were all a part of the
curriculum.
Additionally, swimming
and tennis were taught using the Ft.
Brown Civic Center facilities, and the
college’s own four-lane bowling alley
provided a venue for that popular
activity. Motor fitness tests were in
vogue nationally, in a continued effort to
strengthen America’s youth carried over
from the 1950s, and evidently TSC was
no exception. In 1964, a motor fitness
test was administered to all male
students, with James Belt recognized as the fittest, according to a picture in the college
yearbook. Students signed up for physical education class and several activities were
taught during a semester, rather than the single sport curricula followed currently.
A new sport was added to the curriculum in 1960, one which Coach Steinbach himself
invented. During a trip with the TSC basketball team to participate in a tournament in
Mexico City in 1959, Steinbach witnessed some adolescents hitting a wadded-up piece of
paper over a rope tied between two trees. They were laughing and having a great time.
He came back to campus and started experimenting with various materials for the
implement, finally settling on a short paddle made of marine plywood. He substituted a
tape-reinforced outdoor badminton birdie for
the wadded-up paper, which was hit over a 6
foot net on a standard badminton court. This
new activity, which he called “pington”
because the birdie made a “pinging” sound
when it hit the paddle, became one of the
most popular activities in the physical
education curriculum. It continues to be
played by students both in classes and
recreationally, as well as by faculty, staff
and community members. Another new
sport was added to the curriculum in 1964,
water-skiing.
It was taught by math
instructor W. Glenn Robinson, with Steinbach captaining the tow boat! During a
conversation with the current President of the University, Dr. Juliet Garcia, she fondly
remembered waterskiing on the Ft. Brown Resaca, where the water was so clear one
could see the sandy bottom, when she was a student at TSC.
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FACILITIES
At some point during the mid-1960s, the bowling alley was lost to the department, the
barracks that housed it having been remodeled into offices for faculty from the liberal arts
program. The barracks that housed the dance studio remained longer, however, and its
floor got a workout from all the “zapateados” and other folkloric dance steps performed
on it. The gymnasium became a popular venue for college activities such as assemblies,
as well as housing the physical education classes and men’s basketball competitions. The
field between the new gymnasium and the Rusteberg building continued to be used for
outdoor activities such as archery and softball. Space became tighter as the college
continued its growth.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The intramural program continued and expanded with several new activities.
Opportunities for women’s participation continued to increase. Champions were
variously rewarded with medals, ribbons or trophies.
Extracurricular sports opportunities other than intercollegiate teams also grew. A
basketball game in 1964 between the faculty and the APES student club was won by the
faculty in what was considered an upset (by the students, anyway), 21-18. A Ski and
Scuba Club was formed in 1965, and it was joined by a Surf Club, sponsored by math
instructor John Flewelling in 1966. A Girl’s Sports Club was also started in the mid1960s, sponsored by Snell.
The performing dance group, variously identified as the Dance Group or the Dance
Team, continued to be active throughout the decade, performing around and outside of
the Valley for conventions, service clubs, tourists and TSC functions. At some point in
the late 1960s the dance team was evidently disbanded. Dr. Judy Walton, who was hired
in 1969 to teach women’s physical education, recalls that one of her first charges from
the administration was to start a folklorico dance group “like the college used to have.”
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THE SCINTILLATIN’ SEVENTIES: 1970-1979

The 1970s were a time of rapid growth for the TSC Physical Education Department,
mirroring what was happening with the college in general. The student population of the
college was growing, as was the number of faculty and staff. Two faculty members, one
female and one male, had handled physical education class teaching duties as well as
extracurricular activities such as coaching athletic teams since the college had taken up
residence on its “new” Ft. Brown campus. However, in 1971, a new faculty line was
added, and the department expanded to three faculty members. As the college growth
continued in the seventies, several more positions were added during the time period. In
addition, new teaching facilities were also added to the college, although some were also
lost.
FACULTY
Judy Walton continued to teach the women’s physical education classes, but in 1970 Jim
Moore moved into central administration and became TSC Registrar. Steinbach was still
Director of Student Activities, so a new men’s physical education teacher had to be hired.
The “new guy” was Jim Lemons, a self-described “Army brat” who had just graduated
from Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls, TX with both his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in physical education. In addition to his teaching duties, Lemons also
became athletic director, basketball coach, swimming pool director, gymnastics club
sponsor, and, along with Walton, started a competitive badminton team at the college.
This was the beginning of what would become a 29 year career at the institution for
Lemons.
In 1971, enrollment at TSC had
increased enough that another
instructor in the Physical Education
Department was needed. Kay Kopp,
who was teaching at an elementary
school in San Benito, was hired. Kopp
had graduated with her Masters in
physical education from Cornell
University in Ithaca, New York, and
then had spent several years with her
husband as a Peace Corps volunteer in
East Africa. She had an extensive
swimming background, and started a
synchronized swimming club. She also
served as sponsor of the new
cheerleading squad and coach of the

From left to right: Werner Steinbach, Kay Kopp, Judy
Walton, and Jim Lemons
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tennis team. Kopp stayed at the college through the fall semester of 1976, when her
husband took a job in San Antonio and she moved. In the fall of 1977 another long-term
career at TSC started with the hiring of Marvene Wallace.
Before Kopp left, however, the department grew again when, in 1974, Steinbach left the
stresses of administration, and returned to his first love, teaching physical education.
And, in the fall of 1976, before Kopp left and Wallace was hired to replace her, another
faculty line was added to the department. It was filled by a former alumnus of TSC and
graduate of The University of Texas and Southwest Texas State University, Jesus Del
Bosque. Del Bosque took over the coaching of the badminton team in addition to his
teaching duties and stayed at the institution for fourteen years, leaving in 1990.
Wallace was teaching full-time at Hanna High School in 1977 when she was hired to
replace Kopp. She was not a stranger to TSC, though, having taught previously part-time
at the college. She remembers that the reason she was available to teach part-time was
because she was pregnant, and, at that time, the public schools would not let a visibly
pregnant teacher in the classroom. In fact, Wallace recalls that she couldn’t even say the
word “pregnant” within students’ hearing! She jumped at the chance to join the college
faculty full-time, having received her master’s degree in physical education from Pan
American University. Wallace became the first aid specialist on the faculty and also
taught many of the tennis, pington and fitness classes.
By the time Wallace joined the faculty, the physical education faculty no longer were
expected to coach the athletic teams, although they could choose to do so. Instead, parttime coaches were hired for the baseball and volleyball teams, while the badminton, golf
and tennis teams continued to be coached by physical education faculty members. Del
Bosque coached the badminton team and did a one year stint with the tennis team, while
Steinbach continued coaching the golf team.
The final two TSC physical education faculty members hired during this period were
Zelma Caltzontzint and Jane Wyatt, both hired in 1978. Caltzontzint came to TSC as a
graduate of Pan American University, beginning a career that would span two centuries
and is still going strong. Hers was another new faculty line added to accommodate a
burgeoning student population. Wyatt was hired as a one-year replacement for Walton
who took a leave of absence to begin work on her doctoral degree at Michigan State
University. Wyatt, a graduate of Texas A & I University, took over the coaching of the
tennis team in addition to her teaching duties.
Additionally, when TSC started an intercollegiate baseball program in 1974, the program
needed a coach, but didn’t have funds to hire one full-time. Therefore, in 1975, a
position was created that was half-time baseball coach and half-time physical education
instructor, so a half-time position was created for the department. Jimmy Dodd, a
graduate of Sam Houston State University, was the first person to fill this position, and
when he left in 1978, Hector Salinas, a graduate of Pan American University, was hired
to replace him. So a department that had started the decade with two full-time faculty
members, one male to teach the men and one female to teach the women, ended the
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seventies with six full-time and one half-time faculty teaching mostly co-educational
classes.

CURRICULUM
The seventies not only brought many personnel changes to the TSC Physical Education
Department, they also brought many curriculum changes. When Walton arrived in 1969,
the college program was run similar to most high school programs in the country. Men
signed up for men’s physical education, and women signed up for women’s physical
education, and the classes for each gender were quite similar. Three different activities
were taught each semester, so that by the end of the year, the students had participated in
five different sports. At TSC, swimming was a graduation requirement, so it was always
one of the activities included in the curriculum each semester. Beyond that, activities for
women were usually basketball, volleyball, softball, archery and pington, and maybe a
dance section. For men they included basketball, flag football, weight lifting and pington.
Classes, at least for the men, always began with conditioning exercises, which sometimes
included a run around the Ft. Brown Resaca and always meant sit-ups and pushups.
In her first year at TSC, Walton talked to Moore about changing the curriculum to offer
some single sport classes, and they decided to slowly change by adding some two-sport
options for the 1970-71 school year. A swimming-tennis combination, as well as a
swimming-pington combination was added to the curriculum, as well as the regular
multi-sport classes, and both proved to be popular. When Lemons replaced Moore in
1970, the transition to a single sport class curriculum continued and accelerated, so that
by 1975, all classes were single sport. As classes became single sport choices, they also
became co-educational; this being a necessity since it would have been impractical to
offer a tennis class for men and a tennis class for women. In addition, this was also a
national movement that was embraced by the department. The weight training classes
did remain single gender, with the women’s class called “Body Mechanics” and
including more than just weight training.
Lemons developed a passion for surfing, and that class was added to the curriculum, as
well as badminton and the body
mechanics class for women only.
When Steinbach returned to the
physical education department in
1974, he brought a new passion for
sailing with him, and the college
purchased several sailboats and
added that activity to the
curriculum. In 1976, the addition
of paddle tennis courts allowed
another new activity to be added.
Table tennis, which from the very
beginnings of the junior college had been a popular recreational activity played at the
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student center, was added to the physical education curriculum with the purchase of a
dozen tables by the department. Gradually, over the ensuing years other sports were
added until the physical education department offered 26 different options in activity
class selection. Each faculty member’s teaching load was six activity classes that met
three hours per week, as well as administering intramural events. In addition, all faculty
members coached at least one intercollegiate athletic team---initially without extra
compensation.
Also in the mid-seventies, junior colleges were allowed by The State Coordinating Board
to teach two lecture classes that would transfer to state four-year institutions, so TSC
began to teach Introduction to Physical Education and Personal Health. In 1977, Pan
American University, which had established an upper-division branch on the TSC
campus in 1973 (PAUB), decided to add physical education courses to its offerings in
Brownsville. Unfortunately, they did not hire any faculty members to teach these classes,
so the TSC faculty not only taught their full TSC class load, but also taught one or two
classes for PAUB. In 1978, Dr. Gayle Brogdon was hired away from Bee County
College and became the member of the PAUB Education Department responsible for
teaching their physical education course offerings.
At some point in the seventies, the State of Texas changed the junior college funding
formula in a way that made it more lucrative for an institution to teach more physical
education activity classes for fewer hours, so physical education classes were reduced
from 3 hours per week to two hours, and one class was added to the class load of an
instructor. That meant the normal class load became seven activity classes and
intramurals. Anything over that was considered an overload and paid at the rate for an
adjunct instructor. Walton remembers teaching 8 activity and one lecture class the fall of
1977 and 8 activity and two lecture classes the spring semester of that academic year for
both TSC and PAUB. The next year she took a leave of absence to start her doctoral
degree at Michigan State University---and rest!!!
At the beginning of the seventies, all physical education students were required to wear a
uniform during class. This consisted of orange cotton shorts and a white t-shirt for men,
and orange polyester shorts and some years a blue, other years a white, t-shirt for women.
In addition, men received socks and a jock strap, since their uniforms were less expensive
than the women’s. These were covered by an eight dollar student fee assessed at
registration and were issued to all enrolled students on the first day of classes until it
became cost-prohibitive in the mid-seventies. At that time, a dress-out requirement
continued, but no uniforms were required.
FACILITIES
The seventies began with a gymnasium that included 8 badminton courts, bleachers and a
weight room, as well as the department having the use of the swimming pool and tennis
courts at the adjoining Ft. Brown Civic Center. There was also an outdoor playing field
which was adjacent to the gym, where the South Hall lawn now is. But, in the early
seventies, the civic center tennis courts were removed to make way for a parking lot. In
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addition, a year or two later the more than 20 year-old pool sprung a leak and was
condemned, so the department lost two of its classrooms.
Not to fear, however, as four new tennis courts were built on the east side of the
gymnasium, and they were supplemented by four paddle tennis courts on the south side.
Unfortunately, the wrong kind of sealer was used on the concrete tennis courts, and their
surface was as slick as an ice skating rink. It took almost a year of experimenting with an
acid wash and finally sand-blasting to make the courts safe to play on. Eventually, in the
eighties, the tennis courts were overlaid with a composition surface, which is still being
used. The paddle tennis court surface was done correctly the first time so they provided a
new class instructional space, and soon became a popular recreational and intramural
sport activity.
In 1976, the TSC gymnasium, which had been built in 1959, underwent extensive
remodeling. The locker room facilities were enlarged, and a partial second floor was
added which housed two faculty offices, a secretary’s office and two classrooms. The
gymnasium floor lost some area to accommodate the additions, with the bleachers being
removed and the eight badminton courts being reduced to six. The weight room was
relocated across the gym from its original location next to the men’s locker room, and
later, it was moved to one of the upstairs classrooms so it could be supervised better.
And, at long last, central air conditioning was added---no more exhaust fans!! During the
renovation, the department faculty was housed in one of the old fort barracks buildings
near the gym, and another barracks was remodeled to accommodate some indoor
activities. Most of the classes that year were held outside, and with no place to go in case
of inclement weather, it was a challenge. Neither of those barracks used by the
department during that time, nor the ones used earlier in its history, are still standing
today. In a ceremony in 1976, trustee Fount Ray dedicated the remodeled facility, which
was renamed the Manuel Garza B. gymnasium in honor of a longtime TSC trustee.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The intramural program continued to grow during the seventies, for as each new activity
was added to the department curriculum, an intramural event was generally held in that
new activity. The departmental philosophy was to develop basic motor skills in the
various activities in the classroom setting, and then provide opportunity to use those skills
in a recreational or competitive situation through free play and intramurals. For advanced
skill development and intensive competition, several intercollegiate sports teams were
available. Intramural competitions were held in the early afternoon, and awards varied
from year to year, being trophies, medals or ribbons. An extramural competition with
TSTC in Harlingen or Pan American University in Edinburgh was also occasionally
scheduled in either basketball or table tennis.
A popular college event of the seventies was called Splash Day. One Friday in the fall
semester classes were dismissed early, and the whole college journeyed to the beach for a
day of fun in the sand and surf. Although Splash Day was not officially sponsored by the
Physical Education Department, department faculty members were always actively
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involved in this popular event.
After organizing touch football or
volleyball games the department
faculty chowed down on hot dogs
and cokes and visited with their
colleagues from the other college
departments.
The performing dance group
continued into the seventies, first
under the sponsorship of Walton
with the direction of Rick Trevino,
and then with Rocio Sacramonte, hired solely as the dance group director. At some point
during the seventies the group was disbanded until resurrected in the eighties by newly
hired departmental instructor Zelma Caltzontzint, who later married and became Zelma
Mata.
The seventies were a time of tremendous growth in all aspects of the department. This
coincided with what was happening at the college in general, as enrollment grew from
less than 1500 students in 1970 to almost 6000 in 1979. New faculty, new programs and
new buildings were very much a hallmark of the 1970s at TSC.
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THE EXCELLENT EIGHTIES: 1980-1989
Following the frenzied growth of the seventies, the eighties were a relatively stable time
of incremental growth for the TSC Physical Education Department. There was some
faculty turnover, but no new faculty lines were added. There were a few new courses
added to the curriculum, and intramural activities were always in flux, depending on the
departmental course offerings.
FACULTY
The six and one-half faculty members who finished out the seventies in the department
entered the eighties as the Health and Physical Education Department. The first change
that occurred was in 1983 when Jim Lemons decided that 13 years was enough as
department chair and he wanted to return to fulltime teaching. Judy Walton agreed to
give administration a try, and became the Health and Physical Education Department
Chair. But, she was still working on her doctoral degree at Michigan State and needed to
take a semester off in the Spring of 1985 to complete the work, so Chuy Del Bosque
served as acting chair of the department. Upon Walton’s return in the fall of that year, he
gladly handed the reins back over to her!
Marvene Wallace set the standard for outstanding teaching when, in 1984, she was
awarded the Texas Southmost College “Teaching Excellence Award,” an honor richly
deserved. This was the first of many teaching excellence awards earned by departmental
faculty.
In 1985, Steinbach decided to
retire after 29 years of service to
the institution. Because Steinbach
was in charge of the sailing
program, a rather specialized
course offering, his replacement
needed to have sailing expertise, a
somewhat rare skill in the world of
physical education generalists. A
national search produced only two
such candidates and one of them
was an instructor at Hanna High
School in Brownsville. Jack Loff,
a graduate of Pan American
University, was hired for the
vacant position and started his
twenty-three-and-still-going years
at TSC in 1985. Loff was a TSC
alumnus who had played on the
basketball team when Steinbach
coached it back in the sixties. In fact, Loff had received the last basketball scholarship
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that TSC ever awarded. He settled right into his teaching duties, and in 1987 he was
hired additionally to coach the TSC volleyball team.
Also in 1985, Hector Salinas, half-time physical education instructor and half-time
baseball coach, left the college. At this point, the Physical Education and Athletic
Departments were separated, and a full-time baseball coach/athletic director was hired in
the person of Arnie Alvarez. The Physical Education Department kept the half-time
faculty line, but it was not filled again until many years later.
Prior to 1982, the department did not have a secretary to perform office duties. Workstudy students did some clerical work over the years, but mainly faculty members did all
of their own paperwork. This changed in 1982 when Kathleen Chittenden was hired as
the first full-time departmental secretary. Chittenden left the following year when her
Coast Guard husband was transferred, and she was replaced by Elizabeth Charles. Two
years later Charles married and moved away and was replaced by Candy Benavidez, who
also stayed for two years. Upon her departure, Maggie Hernandez was hired until she left
to become a public school teacher. Patty Galvan then began a lengthy tenure as
department secretary, serving the latter years of the eighties until leaving in the midnineties to become an officer for the U.S. Customs Service.
Also, from sometime in the 1960s until 1988, the gymnasium and equipment was taken
care of by Sarge Luna. He became ill and retired for health reasons, and a new
gymnasium supervisor was hired. David Flores was hired away from the local school
district to become the new gymnasium supervisor, a position he continues to hold as of
the writing of this history.
CURRICULUM
A few new activity courses were added in the 1980s, one of which was fishing. This
proved to be a very popular course selection which, along with the sailing classes, made
good use of the Ft. Brown Resaca. Several new lecture courses were also added in an
effort to better prepare students who were paraprofessionals out in the field and give them
skills they could utilize in their work. Two of these were sports officiating courses, each
covering two sports in which officials were constantly in demand in the Valley. Another
was a wellness based course which covered the concepts of fitness, nutrition and stressmanagement.
By the end of the eighties, TSC provided a lower-division selection of over 30 activity
courses designed to meet the general core requirements and 10 lecture courses designed
to meet requirements in the professional transfer sequence for physical education majors
and minors. One activity course that was lost in the eighties was paddle tennis. This
popular class activity was lost when the paddle tennis courts were removed to make way
for the construction of the Gymnasium Annex, which will be addressed in the next
section.
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One college-wide initiative in the early eighties that affected all disciplines was a
“writing across the curriculum” initiative. This resulted in all disciplines emphasizing
more writing for students in an effort to improve student learning. In activity classes, the
department added some written homework assignments and essay questions on tests in
order to address the issue. Lemons, who was department chair at the time, recalls
suggesting at an Academic Council meeting that all disciplines should also add an
activity component to classes, as that would increase student learning, too, but his idea
was never implemented. That is a shame, since current brain research has shown that
movement clearly increases the human brain’s ability to work efficiently. In addition,
research on learning style also indicates that there are those who learn most efficiently
from the kinesthetic learning modality. Lemons was truly a man ahead of his time!!
One major change for the department occurred in 1989, when the name was changed to
the Kinesiology Department. This was done in response to Texas Senate Bill 994, which
stipulated that no degree program in any discipline of study in a Texas institution of
higher education could contain the word “education” in its title. Following an extensive
search of corresponding department names at other institutions both statewide and
nationally, it appeared that ‘kinesiology” was the most often used name for a physical
education department. Also, the institutions where most of our students transferred at
that time were changing to the “kinesiology” appellation, so the department faculty
believed that this name would help make the transition easier for our students.
FACILITIES
As the college entered the 1980s, the Health and Physical Education Department had six
activity teaching stations: 1) the gymnasium, 2) the weight room, 3) the tennis courts, 4)
the paddle tennis courts, 5) the outside playing field space and 6) the Ft. Brown Resaca.
The weight room had previously been moved from its upstairs location to a remodeled
downstairs classroom, and in 1984, that room was expanded to make a somewhat larger
weight training area. The former weight room upstairs was converted into another
classroom, so the remodeled gymnasium still contained two classrooms.
In 1985, a grant was secured for an addition to the gymnasium. The paddle tennis courts
were demolished, and an additional gym, the “annex,” was built to accommodate more
indoor activities. After much thought and discussion, the department faculty had decided
that what was needed was an all-purpose room that could accommodate all dance classes,
gymnastics, table tennis and perhaps, overflow in racquet sport and volleyball classes
from the main gym. Therefore, a dance barre and mirrors were put on two walls, and a
volleyball and a badminton/pington court were lined on the floor. At the time the annex
was built, the college had no venue for music department concerts, dance performances
or plays, so the department also asked for an infrastructure that would allow the addition
of a portable stage and lights so the facility could be used as a performing arts venue.
This was done, but, unfortunately, the facility has rarely been used for this purpose. The
performing dance company has used it from time to time for dance performances.
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Two large storage rooms, designed to store gymnastics equipment and dance costumes
and other materials needed for classes, were included in the annex design. However,
even with this addition, storage space remained an issue for the department. Initially, the
mirrors in the annex were made of an unbreakable reflective metal material.
Unfortunately, this made objects appear to be wavy, and they were impossible to use for
instruction or anything else, so they were eventually replaced with regular glass mirrors.
Also in the mid-eighties, empty space under the second floor overhang in the main gym
was enclosed to make two new faculty offices. For many years, the faculty had shared
offices, at times having as many as four people in one office. One of the additional
offices was allocated for two physical education instructors, and the other for the newlysplit-from-physical-education Athletic Department.
Another addition to the facilities in the mid-eighties was the addition of a boathouse on
the banks of the Ft. Brown Resaca. A portable storage building was purchased and set up
near the existing city boat dock. A City of Brownsville ordinance required that it be
landscaped and look attractive, so oleanders were planted around the perimeter. The
building is still in use today, housing sailboats, canoes, a kayak and all necessary
collateral equipment such as paddles and life jackets.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The intramural program continued under the direction of the Health and Physical
Education Department during the eighties and was very well-attended. The standard
award became a t-shirt which proclaimed the wearer an intramural champion. These
were very coveted and much-sought-after items, and some students accumulated an entire
wardrobe of award t-shirts! Competition continued to be held in most of the activities
offered in the class setting, affording students the opportunity to use their developing
skills in a competitive environment.
In 1983, the department launched a new program, called the Wellness Program for TSC
employees. This was in response to a nationwide movement to provide public and
private sector workers with
programs to improve their fitness
and well-being. A local physician,
Dr. Margaret Diaz, approached
then TSC President Albert Besteiro
about starting such a program on
campus. Dr. Besteiro put Dr. Diaz
in touch with the Physical
Education
Department,
and
together they designed the new
program. An aerobic dance class
taught by Mata was the activity
cornerstone of the program, and instruction and competition in tennis, basketball, pington
and weight training rounded out the program activity offerings. Additionally, physical
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examinations from Dr. Diaz and her medical practice partner, Dr. Antonio Diaz, were
available to the program participants. The program also included sessions in nutrition,
weight management, and stress management. Del Bosque, Mata, Wallace and Walton all
instructed in the program and served as director at various times during the eighties. In
1992 the administration of the program was transferred to the Office of Human
Resources, where it is still being administered and it is still going strong as of the writing
of this history.
Although never officially responsible for the college’s Splash Day, the department
continued to play an active role in this event, until its demise sometime in the late
eighties. Many pictures in the yearbooks of the eighties show physical education faculty
involved in the many activities and enjoying themselves at the beach.
In 1986, the department sponsored a series of self-defense workshops and seminars for
the college and local community conducted by nationally known expert Joan Nelson.
Nelson designed and administered the program to train the state of Michigan’s
corrections and social workers in self-defense and was the author of a self-defense text
used in many college and university programs. She conducted a mother-daughter
workshop and one for the college employees, as well as, community workshops at the
Senior Activity Center and the Good Neighbor Settlement House. Nelson was also guest
speaker at a Professional Women Speak seminar, talking about her different roles as
small-business owner, consultant, teacher and author.
A new event called “Field Day” was instituted in 1987 to provide college employees with
a day of fun and frolic and to engender institutional camaraderie. This annual event was
sponsored and funded by the TSC President’s office, but designed and administered by
the TSC Health and Physical Education Department. Mata has been the director of the
event since its inception. Employees who sign up for the event are awarded a
commemorative t-shirt and placed on one of four different teams which are composed of
employees from various departments and offices in the institution. They enjoy an
afternoon of team competition in events such as the over-under relay, the toothpick
javelin throw and the egg toss. Activity events culminate with volleyball competition
between the four teams. A dinner and award ceremony caps off the event, where
individual and team ribbons are awarded the first three places in all events.
A one-time event sponsored jointly by the Health and Physical Education and Athletic
Departments in 1989 was the cleanup of the Ft. Brown Resaca. Students and faculty
from both departments came together to remove a lot of debris from the banks of the
resaca and made it more aesthetically pleasing, as well as a safer venue for college
classes.
The folkloric dance group was resurrected under the direction of Mata in 1988, and was
known alternately as the TSC Folkloric Dance Company and the TSC Ballet Folklorico.
It was supported in part by the department, with money allocated for costumes, but it also
raised its own funds through performances and fundraising projects. Their reputation
grew, and they became much in demand for performances for many local and convention
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groups in Brownsville and the surrounding area. They were especially active during
Brownsville’s annual Charro Days celebration when they gave many performances at
local schools and nursing homes, as well as at TSC’s Mr. Amigo celebration.
During the eighties, the Health and Physical Education Majors Club, also known as the
PEM (Physical Education Majors/ Minors Club), became once again an active
organization on campus. Under the main sponsorship of Wallace, the club started
fundraising for an annual trip to the state physical education convention (TAHPERD),
and became involved in volunteering for various Brownsville school events such as the
Buddy Fun Meet for special needs children, the Jump Rope for Heart event and
elementary school field days. They traveled as far away as Lubbock to attend the annual
TAHPERD conventions.
All in all, the eighties were a time of more deliberate growth and increasing activity in
the department which began the eighties as the Health and Physical Education
Department, and ended it as the Kinesiology Department. New programs were initiated,
and old organizations were revived. This deliberate growth of the eighties gave no hint
of what was to come in the 1990s!
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THE NITRO-NINETIES: 1990-1999

The nineties were a time of unparalleled growth and change within both the college and
the newly renamed Kinesiology Department. In 1986, Dr. Juliet Garcia was named
President of TSC. After a short period of settling in, she embarked on a journey of
growth for the institution that is still going full-steam ahead. A very significant event in
the history of the institution fueled this explosive growth. On September 21, 1991 thenTexas-governor Anne Richards signed a bill creating a partnership between Texas
Southmost College and the University of Texas at Brownsville in a ceremony on the TSC
campus. When TSC joined with UTB in this unique partnership, the move brought
drastic changes not only to the institution, but to the Kinesiology Department as well.
Along with the changes came unique challenges, all of which the department successfully
met. Under the dynamic direction of a new chairperson, the department thrived in the
nineties.
FACULTY
Jesus Del Bosque, Jim Lemons, Jack Loff, Zelma Mata, Marvene Wallace and
Department Chair, Dr. Judy Walton, entered the nineties as the full-time members of the
Kinesiology Department. Together, they taught over 45 sections of activity classes and
ten different lecture classes. The first personnel change occurred in the spring of 1990,
when Dr. Walton succumbed to the seven-year itch and decided to leave the chair
position of the department. At the time, Mata was pursuing her doctorate in Higher
Education Administration at the University of Houston, and she agreed to take over the
Department Chair duties. So, like Walton before her, she finished up her degree at the
same time that she stepped into her new role as Department Chair. One of the first issues
she had to address was a personnel one, when Del Bosque resigned due to health issues.
This left the department short-handed, but help would eventually arrive.
In 1992, Loff resigned as volleyball coach, and Brian Funk, a graduate of Indiana
University, was hired to replace him. Funk was hired as half-time volleyball coach and
half-time physical education teacher, filling the faculty line that had remained vacant for
seven years. This filling of the half-time position helped ease the overburdened
kinesiology faculty’s work load somewhat.
The following year, 1993, brought the retirement of Marvene Wallace, after 16 years as a
member of the department. She and her husband, Mathematics Department Instructor
Glenn Wallace, retired to the Texas Hill Country, where they built a house just outside of
Kerrville. Dr. Marcia Barrett was hired to replace Wallace. Barrett had been a part-time
faculty member in the PAU-B and UTB Education Department before the partnership
with TSC. She became the first aid and adapted physical education specialist in the
department, and also assumed major responsibility in preparing tutoring materials for
students preparing to take the newly instituted Texas certification examination, the
ExCET. The final few years of her tenure were spent as a field-based teaching specialist,
wherein she developed and supervised the department’s field-based teaching experiences.
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In 1994, Dr. Walton became the second departmental faculty member to win a universitywide teaching excellence award, after Wallace’s TSC win in 1984. Now titled the
Chancellor’s Council Outstanding Teaching Award because it was a UT System honor,
Walton used the honorarium that accompanied the award to buy her first computer.
In 1994, Elizabeth Pirtle was hired as an adjunct to teach daytime activity classes. Pirtle
was an alumna of TSC who had finished her bachelor’s degree in physical education at
Corpus Christi State University. In 1996, Funk was granted his request to be a full-time
volleyball coach, so once again the half-time position was available. Pirtle was moved
into the half-time position, and in addition to teaching four daytime activity classes, she
became the sponsor of the Kinesiology Club and supervised its many activities. Under
her tutelage, the club became even more active than it had been over the years. In fact, in
1996, she was recognized as “Club Sponsor of the Year” by the Student Activities office.
She also served on various college committees and assumed responsibilities in the
intramural program.
The department faculty remained steady until 1999, when Lemons decided to retire, and
Pirtle moved with her family to San Antonio. Lemons had taught at the institution for 29
years, serving as department chair for 13 of them. His position was not replaced, but
Pirtle’s was, as George Solis was hired as a part-time lecturer. His workload plan
included teaching activity classes, sponsoring the KINE majors/minors club and serving
on various committees. Solis, a native of Waxahachie, TX, was a graduate of Mary
Hardin-Baylor University with a degree in Recreation.
Although the student population grew fairly steadily in the nineties, the number of fulltime department faculty did not. However, the numbers of adjunct faculty that were hired
to teach classes for the department increased dramatically. Almost all activity classes,
especially those taught at night, were taught by adjunct faculty. The turnover of
department faculty in the nineties was due mainly to faculty retirement and replacement,
but in the new century the department would return to faculty growth, with new positions
added to keep up with the student growth.
CURRICULUM
At the time TSC and UTB joined in their
historic partnership, both institutions had
a kinesiology program. The TSC
department provided a lower division
selection of over 30 different activity
courses to meet the general core
requirements, as well as, 10 lecture
courses designed to meet requirements
in the professional transfer sequence for
kinesiology majors and minors. The
UTB program provided a selection of 22 upper-division and nine graduate courses
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designed to meet the requirements in the professional sequence for kinesiology majors
and minors. When the course inventory of the two institutions combined, no faculty
members from UTB came with the courses as their one full-time faculty member, Dr.
Brogdon, accepted an administrative position in the Education Department. Therefore,
TSC faculty members assumed the responsibility for teaching the entire course inventory.
The former TSC department became known as the UTB/TSC Kinesiology Department,
and the TSC chair became the chair of the UTB/TSC department. All TSC faculty
members remained to teach in the “new” UTB/TSC department. This was very important
as there were now 31 upper-division and graduate courses to be taught, in addition to the
lower-division course inventory. All of the TSC faculty members taught at least one
theory overload, and in some cases faculty were asked to teach a double overload,
meaning that some were teaching nine classes each semester.
Many significant curriculum changes occurred in the department during the nineties. The
1991 change from a two-year community college to essentially a four-year institution
with a new responsibility for educating upper division kinesiology majors and minors in
the now bachelor’s degree granting institution precipitated many of the changes. In 1995,
KINE 3340: Principles of Wellness and Fitness, was added to the majors’ degree track in
response to a national and state trend to emphasize wellness topics in physical education
programs. That same year, KINE 4351: The Adapted Kinesiology Program, was fieldbased in order to provide student Kinesiology majors the opportunity to have actual
hands-on experience in the elementary classroom before they did their student teaching.
A few years later, KINE 3356: Aesthetics of Movement was also field-based.
In 1996, the Kinesiology degree programs were changed significantly. A thorough
curriculum review by the department faculty resulted in realignment of the curriculum to:
1) strengthen the major and thus better prepare students, 2) align courses with university
and state goals for teacher education and certification, and 3) align courses with the goals
of the university for recruitment and retention of students. New courses designed to
address current needs in course content were created, and courses where content was
outdated were removed from the curriculum. Courses were shifted within the various
options and degree tracks which were offered in the department in an effort to improve
the design and delivery of the curriculum. A thorough discussion of these changes can be
found in the Departmental Program Review of 2002.
In 1999, KINE 1164: Lifetime Fitness, was added to the lower division course inventory
in response to the general core physical education requirement having been reduced to
one hour. Lifetime Fitness was a one-hour version of the two-credit hour Concepts of
Fitness for Life course, which educated the general student in wellness topics such as
physical fitness, nutrition and stress management.
During the nineties, the number of daytime activity class offerings was severely reduced.
Since the full-time physical education faculty members from TSC were now responsible
for all of the upper-division lecture courses, this left very few available to teach activity
courses during the day. To compensate for the lack of daytime classes, many night
classes were scheduled, which were taught by adjunct faculty. The number of adjunct
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faculty employed by the Kinesiology Department skyrocket in the nineties and continued
into the new century.
FACILITIES
During the nineties, the facilities available to the Kinesiology Department remained
relatively unchanged. The main gymnasium, the annex, the weight room and two
classrooms were the main indoor facilities and were extensively utilized. The tennis
courts and the Ft. Brown Resaca were used to a lesser degree, with the fishing course a
victim of the lowered daytime activity class offerings of the nineties. Sailing was offered
until the condition of the Ft. Brown Resaca became an issue in the latter nineties---too
little water and too much debris to offer the class safely. The outdoor playing field,
which was now known as the South lawn, was used occasionally, but flag football and
softball classes had long ceased to be offered regularly, and soccer, when taught, was
taught at other locations. The city-owned Ft. Brown Golf Course was acquired by the
university in the nineties, adding another potential outdoor classroom.
Since more than two lecture classes were often offered during a single time period, the
department began scheduling lecture courses in other buildings on campus, variously
using Tandy Hall, North and South buildings and the new Life and Health Science
building. Classes were even scheduled in the Science and Engineering Technology
Building. Clearly, expanded facilities were needed to adequately meet the needs of an
expanded Kinesiology Department.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Although the nineties were extremely active for the department in terms of curriculum
review and change, the same was not true for the intramural program. The intramural
program sponsored by the department continued unabated, but after the UTB/TSC
partnership was initiated, participation began a steep decline. According to some
sources, this was because rules of the parent UT System prevented the department from
buying award t-shirts for the intramural winners, and that recognized symbol of
competitive achievement appeared to have been a strong incentive for participation.
However, the department continued to sponsor intramural events every semester, and
those who chose to could participate in these competitions.
The Faculty Wellness Program, instituted by the department in 1983, also continued
under the department sponsorship in the nineties. The program was tweaked a little bit,
although an aerobics class taught oftentimes by Mata was still a mainstay of the program.
Physical examinations were still recommended for program participants and new
activities were offered, including a folklorico class taught by Mata, and a kickboxing
class taught by Mark Sorenson. Yoga, first offered by video and then by various
instructors who were hired, became a staple along with the aerobics class. As mentioned
earlier, in 1992, the Kinesiology Department surrendered responsibility for the program
to the newly established employee development office in the Office of Human Resources,
which continues to operate it.
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Field Day, sponsored by the President’s office but planned and administered by the
Kinesiology Department, also continued into the mid-nineties. In 1994, it went on a five
year hiatus until it was reinstated
in 1999. It continues to be held
annually in the fall semester and
is a popular event with the
University staff, faculty and
administration.
Upon its
resumption, the Kinesiology
Club was enlisted to help
administer the event, which has
proved to be a very workable
arrangement, giving the students
experience in administering a
large-scale social-activity event.

The folkloric dance company
continued to grow under the direction of Dr. Mata. The folklorico dance class, which the
department added to its activity class inventory, helped in the recruitment of dancers for
the group. In the mid- nineties, the group underwent a name change to the Ballet
Folklórico Tizatlán. Their reputation continued to grow, and they expanded their
performance venue to include state and national groups holding their meetings in
Brownsville and South Padre Island.
The Health and Physical Education Majors Club also underwent a name change when, in
1990, it became the Kinesiology Club. Club members continued to volunteer for local
public school activities and to raise funds for the members’ annual trip to the state
TAHPERD convention. In the mid-nineties, under the sponsorship of Pirtle, members
assumed the responsibility for conducting the Para Niños events for two days at the
Sombrero Festival during Charro Days, and this became one of its major fundraising
activities. Other fundraising events included chicken taco sales every Wednesday during
club sales days at the university, and chicken barbecue plates sold through a local Lopez
supermarket. In the summer of 1996, members attended the Summer Leadership
Conference in Waco for the first time, where the students participated in and won many
of the activity contests.
The 1990s were a time of extremely rapid growth and change for the Kinesiology
Department. Thanks to the leadership abilities of Dr. Mata and the hard work ethic of all
department members, the myriad challenges and changes presented in this period were
dealt with in a positive way. The department ended the 20th century and entered the 21st
century as a strong entity, ready to take on new challenges. Certainly, the new century
held a plethora of new challenges for the Kinesiology Department.
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THE TERRIFIC 21ST CENTURY: 2001-2008

The new century brought tremendous growth, exciting changes and constant challenges
to the Kinesiology Department. With the retirement of Jim Lemons, the department was
once again left short-handed, as his position was not replaced. Once again, all full-time
faculty members were faced with teaching at least one, and sometimes, two overload
classes. This was especially challenging when it was combined with an increased
expectation for research, in addition to service on increasingly numerous college
committees and service to the community.
It would also bring another name change to the Kinesiology Department. In 2006, the
name of the department was changed to the Department of Health and Human
Performance (HHP). The department faculty believed that this name reflected the
broadened mission and degree track offerings of the department.
FACULTY
At the turn of the new century, Dr. Marcia Barrett, Mr. Jack Loff, Dr. Zelma Mata, and
Dr. Judy Walton were the full-time departmental faculty, and Mr.George Solis was a
half-time instructor. Walton made the decision to retire after 31 years of service to the
institution and did so effective September 3, 2001. Her position was replaced, and Dr.
Susan Hart joined the UTB faculty that year. Hart came to UTB from New Mexico State
University, where she had taught for 3 1/2 years. Her doctorate was from Texas A & M
University with a specialization in Motor Development. As the university continued to
change, specialization of faculty, rather than the generalists sought in previous years,
became the norm, and Hart became the motor development specialist on the faculty. She
brought with her an impressive resume of publications, which fit in very nicely with the
increasing emphasis on research within the university as a whole. Walton continued for
two years in a quarter-time capacity where she taught several classes and wrote the
departmental program review document.
The University experienced a growth spurt in the early 21st century, and so did the
Kinesiology Department. Faculty positions that were vacant were authorized to be filled,
and new faculty lines were added. The next new member sought was a specialist in
exercise physiology. Dr. Mark Bailey fit this description, and, in 2004, he was hired to
teach, conduct research and develop an exercise physiology lab. Bailey left the
university in 2008.
The same year that Bailey was hired to fill a new faculty line, Kathleen Tingstrom was
hired for a one-year position to hold a health educator line that was not filled. Tingstrom
came from Albuquerque, New Mexico, where she was Director of a Boys and Girls Club
and had completed all of her doctoral course work at the University of New Mexico. At
the end of her year, she returned to New Mexico to write her dissertation, and Dr. David
Wittenberg was hired as a secondary physical education curriculum specialist. Dr.
Wittenberg arrived in 2005 from the University of New Mexico, after a stint at New
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Mexico State University. A graduate of Texas A & M University, he not only became
the secondary teaching specialist, but also assisted in the development of the exercise
physiology laboratory, which was up-and-running in 2006.
In 2005, Dr. Phillip Conatser was hired to replace Dr. Barrett as the department’s adapted
physical education specialist. Barrett had decided it was time to retire to the Texas Hill
Country in 2004. Conatser arrived at UTB/TSC from West Texas A & M University
where he had taught for three years. He was a West Texas native who had ventured to
the East Coast to receive his doctorate from the University of Virginia.
In 2007, Dr. Christopher Ledingham was hired to fill the health educator position and to
direct the development of the health education minor which was approved in 2004. A
native of New Mexico, Ledingham also received his doctorate from Texas A & M
University.
In 2008, Charlie Hart was hired for a one-year appointment as a teaching specialist. With
a graduate degree from Texas A & I University, Hart spent many years teaching
elementary physical education in Texas and New Mexico and as an adapted physical
education teacher in the Harlingen and Brownsville public school districts.
Upon Dr. Bailey’s departure in 2008, Dr. Murat Karabulut was hired as the exercise
physiology specialist in the department. A native of Turkey, Dr. Karabulut received his
doctorate from the University of Oklahoma. In addition to teaching, he also became the
Director of the Exercise Physiology Laboratory.
Meanwhile, the half-time teaching position which had existed since it was a shared
position with the athletic department in the seventies became a full-time lecturer position,
with responsibility for teaching mainly activity courses. This was necessary since all of
the new hires were mainly teaching lecture courses in the various major/minor tracks
offered by the department. The full-time lecturer position was filled by a succession of
people, starting with George Solis who was followed by Juan Aguilera and in 2008 by
Gonzalo Garza. Garza was an alumnus of UTB who had been an outstanding basketball
player at UTPA. He coached basketball at various places around the state of Texas and
after receiving his master’s degree from UTPA he was hired for the lecturer position at
UTB/TSC. Additionally, many adjunct professors are hired each semester to teach night
classes and the occasional Saturday morning class.
The department faculty continued their tradition of excellence with many distinctions and
honors in the new century. In 2004, Dr. Walton’s 31 years of distinguished service to the
institution was recognized with the title of Emerita Professor of Kinesiology. That same
year, Dr. Mata became the third department member to be recognized for teaching
excellence when she won the “Chancellor’s Council Award for Excellence in Teaching”.
The 2004 “award hat trick” was completed when Dr. Hart received a UTB Silver Apple
Teaching Award given to outstanding teachers who were nominated by their students.
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Dr. Conatser was recognized in 2006 by the International Swimming Hall of Fame with
the “John K. Williams Adapted Aquatics Award.”
Also in 2006, Dr. Walton was
inducted into the Hall of Excellence for the School of Health, Physical Education and
Leisure Services at her alma mater, the University of Northern Iowa. A further highlight
of 2006 was when Dr. Hart became the fourth department faculty member to win the
University’s highest teaching award, as she received the “Chancellor’s Council Award
for Excellence in Teaching.”
In 2007, Dr. Mata was recognized by the Texas Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance (TAHPERD) as the “Dance Educator of the Year,” the
state association’s highest category of teaching recognition. That same year Dr. Conatser
earned the SSSP/ASPIRE “Care and Commitment Faculty Appreciation Award”
recognizing his work with adapted students on the UTB campus. The year 2007 was
topped off with the posthumous award to Werner P. Steinbach as a “Diamond Among
Us.” This award is made by UTB/TSC to individuals whose support, legacy and effort
has had a significant impact on the growth of UTB and TSC.
The year 2008 was highlighted by the TAHPERD recognition of Dr. Hart as
TAHPERD’s “College Physical Educator of the Year.” Department faculty members
have also been the recipients of many “Exceptional Merit” awards through the years.
As the new Recreation, Education and Kinesiology (REK) Center prepared to open in the
spring of 2009, the Department of Health and Human Performance was composed of Dr.
Zelma Mata, Chair, Mr. Jack Loff, Dr. Susan Hart, Dr. David Wittenberg, Dr. Phillip
Conatser, Dr. Christopher Ledingham, Dr. Murat Karabulut, Mr. Gonzalo Garza and Mr.
Charlie Hart. This group was responsible for delivering the departmental curriculum to
the general education student, as well as, to majors and minors in the degree tracks
offered by the Department of Health and Human Performance.
CURRICULUM
.
Although technically the last year of the 20th century, the year 2000 brought about several
curricular changes. First of all, all activity courses underwent a thorough review of their
content, and the course syllabi were standardized. Since, as mentioned earlier, the
majority of the activity courses were being taught by adjunct instructors, the department
faculty believed that a common course syllabus for all sections of the same activity would
ensure that the same material was covered no matter who the instructor was.
Also in 2000, in response to Senate Bill 148 of the 75th Texas legislature, the Higher
Education Coordinating Board of Texas adopted a number of perspectives which
delineated topics that the core curriculum should address in helping students to attain a
well-rounded education.
Perspective 9 stated, “the college student gains an
understanding of the importance of maintaining health and wellness.” Therefore, the
department developed three wellness modules which were to be included in all activity
classes.
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This wellness content was also built into a new course offering designed for Elementary
K-4 and 4-8 certifications. KINE 3255: Health and Motor Development, was developed
in order to meet the elementary classroom teachers’ needs for knowledge of this content,
and was placed in the curriculum in 2001. An activity course designed to teach
elementary activities and games to prospective elementary teachers was added later to the
curriculum.
For many years, departmental faculty had been talking about adding an outdoor education
course to the curriculum to take advantage of the many outdoor recreational venues in the
community. When Hart joined the faculty, she brought with her a rich history in outdoor
education and was instrumental in designing just such a course. The establishment of this
course highlighted the national trend toward a decreased emphasis on a sports based
curriculum and increased emphasis on hiking, biking, canoeing and other noncompetitive outdoor activities.
A minor in health education was developed and approved in 2004. This additional
degree choice made necessary the addition of several new courses and the hiring of a new
instructor to teach these courses.
A graduate degree program, which had been in development for many years, was
approved and became a part of the departmental curriculum in 2006. Therefore, new
graduate courses were developed to support this Master of Education in Curriculum and
Instruction with an emphasis in Health and Human Performance.
Following extensive analysis and discussion, the exercise science degree track was
revised and several courses were added to this curriculum. With the availability of a
newly developed exercise physiology laboratory (described in the next section), a
laboratory component was added to the exercise physiology class. In addition, an
internship requirement was developed and added to this degree track.
FACILITIES
The department entered the 21st century in the same facilities with which it ended the 20th
century. The gymnasium floor, tennis courts, gymnasium annex, weight room and South
Lawn were the main activity teaching stations. The two classrooms in the Manuel Garza
B gymnasium were supplemented with rooms in other campus buildings as enrollment
grew. At times, the resaca, baseball field, golf course and facilities at nearby Lincoln
Park and other community locations, such as the swimming pool at the Ft. Brown Motor
Hotel across the resaca from the campus, were utilized for classes.
In the early years of the new century, the university bought the Ft. Brown Hotel and the
pool became university property. UTB/TSC also converted the old Ft. Brown restaurant
to an exercise facility called “The Body Shop,” and made the hotel into a student
dormitory. With the opening of “The Body Shop,” some of the weight training classes
were relocated to that facility.
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In 2006, an exercise physiology laboratory located in the Narciso Cortez building next to
the Student Health Center was opened. The laboratory contained heart rate monitors,
computers and cameras necessary to record and measure human exercise, as well as, an
underwater weighing tank to measure body composition, and a bicycle ergometer to
measure oxygen capacity. A “BOD POD” which measures body composition through air
displacement was also a part of the laboratory equipment. New equipment was added
yearly to improve the capability of the laboratory. The addition of new laboratory
facilities allowed several new courses to be added to the kinesiology and exercise science
degree programs. Of course, facilities will change dramatically with the opening of the
new REK center in 2009!
In 2004, the college board of trustees began an initiative to convince the TSC taxing
district that UTB/TSC needed to greatly expand its physical plant capacity. They
proposed a $68 million bond issuance, which would raise the district’s taxes, and
embarked upon an intensive campaign to pass this bond issue in the November general
election. Included in the proposed buildings to be erected on campus, was $12.5 million
for a new kinesiology building. A series of meetings were scheduled around the
community to address voters’ questions and concerns, and Dr. Mata attended every single
one of these. She also attended all rallies and other events designed to engender public
support for the passage of the bond issue. The result of the focused effort to inform the
public of the university’s needs was that the voters approved the measure, and a new
kinesiology building became a reality, not just a dream anymore.
The year after the bond issue passed, in 2005, a group known as the REKing (Recreation,
Education and Kinesiology Center) formed in order to make a student fitness and
recreation center a reality. Dr. Mata was also a part of this group, which traveled to
several premier facilities around the state to see what was possible in a university fitness
center. A well-conceived campaign to pass a student referendum in favor of adding a
student fee to pay for this fitness center was successful, and in 2005, planning was
underway for both a new kinesiology building and a new recreation center on campus.
As planning for both facilities progressed, it became apparent to those involved that 1)
two buildings would mean many duplications of service, and 2) combining the two
funding sources would build more activity components that both the Kinesiology
Department and student activities could use. Therefore, the two projects were combined
in order to create a first-class dual purpose facility. The groundbreaking ceremony for
the new $25 million REK center was held on August 22, 2006. Construction on the
project commenced shortly thereafter and continued through May, 2009, when the
building was certified for occupancy.
When it officially opens for business in the fall of 20009, the REK Center will be a
108,891 square foot facility that provides space for class instruction, campus recreation
and offices for those involved in delivering both. The education and administrative wing
houses the Department of Health and Human Performance and contains four classrooms,
two laboratories, a dance studio, and faculty and administrative offices. The recreation
activity area contains a gymnasium which can be configured in different ways, three
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weight training areas, a cantilevered track, two racquetball courts and an outdoor
swimming pool. In addition, a multipurpose room, locker rooms and storage facilities are
also a part of this area.

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The folkloric dance group, which underwent another name change to Grupo Folklorico
Tizatlan, is still going strong under the direction of Mata. They maintain a year-round
performance schedule for many organizations, and hold an annual recital for friends and
family, as well as, maintaining an extra heavy performing schedule during the annual
Charro Days celebration in Brownsville.
The Health and Human Performance Club (formerly the Kinesiology Club) is also an
ongoing organization, with departmental sponsors rotating among the HHP departmental
faculty. When Hart was sponsor in 2002, the club instituted an event called the South
Texas Challenge. This event, in which several south Texas universities are invited to
participate in a friendly competition involving several activities chosen by the host
university, is still being held. A traveling trophy is awarded to the winning school at a
barbecue and social activity following the competitive events. Hosting duties rotate
among the participating schools, UTB/TSC having hosted (and won) both the initial and
2008 events.
The intramural program was transferred to the newly established Department of Campus
Recreation in 2004, so the HHP department no longer has responsibility for this program.
This office, under the able direction of Laurie Braden, now has responsibility for all
student recreation activities on the university campus, in addition to administering the
REK Center. Sports-oriented campus clubs which were established and sponsored by
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departmental faculty members, such as the Tennis Club initiated by Loff, now also fall
under the purview of Campus Recreation.
The first eight years of the 21st century, as the 20th century before it, have already been a
time of challenge and change for the department. Perhaps the biggest change so far has
been the move into its new home in the REK Center. With the availability of not one,
but two, laboratory spaces, departmental students will have the opportunity for increased
exposure to experiential learning in exercise physiology and motor learning and motor
development. These new facilities also enhance the research possibilities for the
departmental faculty. This access and the already developed working relationships with
other departments on campus, such as the School of Public Health and the School of Life
and Health Sciences, will open research opportunities in pediatric health issues, a new
direction that the department has embarked upon in the 21st century.
UTB/TSC has grown as an institution over the years; the HHP department has grown
over the years. The institution has changed direction; the department has changed
direction, and we’re moving forward. We are moving through the 21st century with new
facilities and a new agenda. The past will always be a part of us, it has brought us to
where we are today, and it is the foundation upon which we will build a better tomorrow.
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